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FOREWORD

FROM THE EDITORIAL DESK
Dear Readers,
Welcome to our second issue of 2019, where the spotlight
is indeed on company culture as well as change.
Both Executive Chairman Peter Cremers and CEO
Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard discuss change and company culture
in their respective columns, which are also the double
focus of our feature article by human performance thought
leader Tim Autrey, and even the digital transformation
update contributed by CIO Peter Stevens. Change is in the
air and it is everywhere, and we need the right mindset
and company culture to embrace, leverage and drive it.
Be the change, as they say!
Besides the above, this issue features our 2019 Manila
Seminar: It’s OUR Ship, Anglo-Eastern Maritime Academy’s
commendable efforts to beat plastic pollution, a selection

of annual dinner photos from some of our offices, and
the MV Mineral Beijing’s rescue of a lone yachtsman
in challenging conditions off the coast of Chile, not to
mention the usual crew seminars, awards and other news.
Regarding the winners of our in-house PICTURE THIS
photo competition, I have to say that I am totally blown
away by the front cover photo, which was snapped by
our gold winner 2/O Harjot S. Chawla on board the
MT Secreto.
Taken at Panama’s Balboa anchorage, the photo features
the LPG tanker as a finely detailed reflection in the vessel’s
mirror-like bridge wing searchlight, complete with blue
skies, blue seas and another tanker in the background.
According to 2/O Chawla, it took him nearly 25 clicks to
get it just right and capture the perfect shot, and what
an incredible shot it is!
On the back cover we have another stunner that
looks just like a Van Gogh painting. Taken by our silver
winner Cdt Avinash Singh from the gangway of the

MV Darya Gayatri while in port at Mina Saqr, UAE,
the photo shows several geared bulk carriers at sunrise
following cargo operations, with mounds of limestone
in the foreground. A filter was admittedly applied to
enhance the colours, but the original is no less stunning!
Our bronze winner, whose photo is featured below, was
taken by Cdt Sayyid M.N. Ottamaliyakkal on board the
MV Federal Dart while off the Canadian coast. Showcasing
the human factor – a lone deck officer keeping watch at
the bridge – we like everything about this photo, from the
subject to the orange glow of the sun inside the bridge,
to the gorgeous sunset and contrasting horizon that lie
ahead. Very serene and beautiful.
Congratulations to our winners, keep up the fantastic
photography and competition entries as always, and
happy reading to all!
Melissa Otto
Editor, LeaderShip
Group Communications Manager
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We welcome all feedback, suggestions
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Chairman’s Message

The times they are
a-changin’
It must look somewhat
strange that, whilst some
of us are attending a
seminar on the high-tech
future of shipping, the
rest of us are embarking
on a large-scale
programme that aims to
bring more than 27,000
seafarers to the next level
of human performance.

Yet another team is preparing the group
for a fundamental business/digital
transformation that will touch upon
basically everything we do.

our deep involvement in pre-sea and
post-graduate training, this is something
we should be able to do better than
anyone else.

Strange as it may seem, all of this shares
one common goal: We are preparing our
people, our systems and ultimately our
company for a future in ship management
that goes well beyond the current
horizon. With the transition from current
shipbuilding technologies to ever greener
and higher-tech vessels, we are going to
need people with different skill sets, driven
by different motivators.

Second, we need to revisit the way we
motivate and interact with our workforce.
For this, we called in outside help in
the form of Tim Autrey and his team to
impart his unique approach to sustainably
reducing human error.

The bar we expect our crew to exceed
in the areas of personal safety,
environmental compliance and
operational efficiency is set higher and
higher. In order to exceed this bar, three
crucial adjustments are needed.
First, we need to align our education and
training with these expectations. Given
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Third, with the establishment of a business
transformation team tasked with adopting
best-in-class digital solutions from the
market for all of our business units and
functional areas, we need to be adaptable
in our working habits and procedures.
In short, the right mix of in-house
expertise and external professional
support under an unwavering commitment
from the top is going to see us through
these very fascinating and challenging
times of the group.

Although primarily from the sidelines,
I am fortunate that I can still be a part
of all this, from seeing everybody else
running with it and at times helping out
when needed to show commitment –
and every time when funds are needed
to make all of this possible!
All in all, exciting times ahead!

Peter Cremers
Executive Chairman

GROUP

CEO’S MESSAGE

Our cultural journey

We have embarked on a journey to elevate human
performance and evolve a true, honest and self-sustaining
culture; a culture of safety and justice in a workplace
where we all are brim-full of internal motivation and
passionate, personal accountability.

The aim is first and foremost to lift the
safety performance of the company,
but in recognition that safety is about
general human performance, the
scope is wider than ‘just’ safety. Human
performance is not a checklist or a toolbox,
nor is it a set of procedures. Neither is our
safety culture.
The shipping industry unfortunately
has latched onto the idea that more is
better. More regulation. More rules. More
prescriptiveness. But nothing could be
further from the truth. ‘Command and
control’, while necessary and appropriate
in times of acute crisis, stifles the human
spirit when continuously applied.
Under such conditions, the maximum
you will ever get is the bare minimum
in terms of compliance, and even then,
typically only when a supervisor is around
to monitor and enforce. Rather than
merely ‘comply’, we all need to want to do
the right thing and to go the extra mile
regardless of whether anyone is watching.
That is the true hallmark of a highperforming organisation.

When a group of people works truly
as one team, in which there is trust,
truthfulness and genuine support and
care, each one of us can and will choose
to be accountable. And when we are all
individually accountable, we are in a place
where we play on the same team and have
honest and frank conversations. A place
where we have common objectives,
back one another up, and leverage each
other’s strengths.
I am sure you will agree that having
such a workplace would be awesome.
Well, we can!
We have teamed up with Tim Autrey
and the Practicing Perfection Institute
(PPI) to give us all the tools we need
to be one team, with one goal, having
one conversation.
As of the time of writing, all of our
managers ashore have been through a
dedicated discovery journey to equip us
with the mindset and methods that are
needed for a radical uplift in reliability,
efficiency, productivity and safety. Tim, the
founder of these next-level principles (and

the author of one of the articles
in this issue of LeaderShip on pp. 4-6),
has already trained over 400 people
in the shore-based organisation of
Anglo-Eastern, and through PPI’s
train-the-trainer programme, we now
have a group of 25 dedicated mentors
and guides who can continue the journey
with all seafaring colleagues.
We are excited about sharing the wisdom
that Tim and his colleagues at PPI have
imbued in our organisation ashore and
look forward to including every ship and
crew member in the journey towards a
better, more satisfying and safer future!
If you want a sneak peek into the
thoughts and principles that make up
the framework of this next-generation
human performance culture, I recommend
that you read Tim’s book: 6-Hour Safety
Culture: How to Sustainably Reduce Human
Error and Risk (and do what training alone
can’t [possibly] do). Two copies of the book
are being sent to all ships for circulation,
so that anyone interested can read it.
The efforts to move our culture forward
is not a quick-fix, a fad or a short-term
programme. It is a permanent and
ongoing effort to provide us all with the
toolbox to continuously lift our game and
make us a better company. It is a way of
thinking that must persevere throughout
the organisation.
Peter Drucker, the management guru,
famously said that “culture eats strategy
for breakfast”, and there is nothing more
important than ensuring our culture
continues to evolve with the most robust
teamwork possible, where we all have
common objectives and a passion to
share success with one another.

I have an unwavering belief in the power
of people who work together to create
something bigger than anyone individually,
and it is my hope – as it is the hope of every
member of senior management – that you
will warmly and enthusiastically embrace
the thinking, methods and principles that
we are rolling out in the company. If you
do, I guarantee you a fuller work-life with
more purpose, mastery and autonomy, and
a workplace that is safer, more productive
and full of great colleagues.
Safe sailing!

Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard
Chief Executive Officer
LeaderShip | 3
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COMPANY CULTURE

One team. One goal.
One conversation

Human performance thought
leader, Tim Autrey, has become
as much a part of Anglo-Eastern as
we are a part of his global mission
to make the world a better and safer
place through focusing on human
performance to create a culture
of one team, with one goal, having
one conversation, organisation
by organisation. In this article,
he recaps some of his key teachings
whilst simultaneously charting
our journey towards the art of
“practising perfection”.
Every now and then there are those who come along and
change the conversation. As we continue to lead the world
of ship management, Anglo-Eastern is doing just that.
Far beyond simply changing rhetoric and adopting
new slogans, we are transforming our culture. And
we are doing so in a way that is new and different within
the shipping industry – and in a manner benefitting not
only our clients, but also our suppliers and vendors,
our shareholders, and every member of the
Anglo-Eastern team.
THE CHALLENGE / THE OPPORTUNITY
None can argue against the swiftness with which our
world is changing, and no field of endeavour is shifting
more rapidly than shipping. Those who deny or ignore
the currents of change and the direction in which they
are flowing will be left looking downstream, wondering
what happened.
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Others can see the future, embrace it,
and discover tremendous possibility.
At Anglo-Eastern, we are on track to
further our leadership role. Not simply to
‘keep up’, but rather to go where no ship
management company has gone before;
to grasp and leverage the phenomenal
opportunities that lie before us.
ALL PROGRESS BEGINS BY TELLING
THE TRUTH
There are four
imperatives to
individual and
organisational
success:
Reliability,
Efficiency,
Productivity
and Safety, also
known as REPS.
Unfortunately, due to traditional ways
of thinking and doing, people tend
to conduct themselves with isolated
focus. This is commonly referred to as
operating in silos. Such tendency can be
an aspect of human nature (a.k.a. looking
out for yourself) that has been further

promoted through traditional metrics and
reward systems. It tends to get worse as
organisations become larger and invoke
more bureaucracy.
All progress begins by telling the truth,
and Anglo-Eastern has its challenges.
As we have grown, we have hired
professionals with specific focus and
expertise in each of the four quadrants:
those focused on quality and risk
management, those focused on cutting
costs, those focused on safety and the
environment, and those whose primary job
is to get work done and meet schedules.
When our team members conduct
themselves in exclusion, when they operate
in silos, we actually create opposing
agendas and
priorities. On
an individual
level, this
causes stress
and frustration.
Collectively,
it results in
inefficiency
and
dysfunction.

For more than 40 years, Anglo-Eastern has taken the
long view. Rather than placing primary focus on quarterly
profits, we have focused on the ‘hows’ and ‘whys’ within
the industry. This has served us well. It is a principal reason
for our long-term business success, and why we have
a reputation for being the best.

CULTURE DETERMINES RESULTS
Traditionally, organisations have launched
efforts to improve performance by setting
targets and metrics, then ‘driving’ efforts
towards achieving these. Such labours
are like piloting a ship through a narrow
channel against the current. As long as
you are vigilant and continue to apply
necessary power to the engines, you can
make incremental progress. However, avert
your focus, or shift energy elsewhere, and
all momentum is lost. Such is the reason
traditional approaches to performance
improvement tend not to reach targets,
stagnate, or flat-out fail.
Every organisation (including ours) is
perfectly aligned to get exactly the results
it is getting. To make sustainable progress –
in other words, to get from where we are to
where we want to go – we need to adjust
alignment. We must shift the mindset and
perception of our team members, including
what we accept and expect from one

another. Collectively, this manifests
into new levels of action and interaction
that serve to transform our culture.
This is essential because culture
determines results.
FOCUSING ON THE CORE
So, if our primary focus is not newly
targeted metrics, what is it?
For more than 40 years, Anglo-Eastern
has taken the long view. Rather than
placing primary focus on quarterly
profits, we have focused on the ‘hows’
and ‘whys’ within the industry. This has
served us well. It is a principal reason
for our long-term business success,
and why we have a reputation for being
the best.
Now, we are spring-boarding off what
we have learnt and achieved to focus
upon the core of all performance:
human performance.
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LEADERSHIP IS A CHOICE

‘Human performance’ is WHY we do WHAT we do
the WAY we do it. It includes each and every member
of the team, and impacts everything we do.

Our team members (at all levels) who have
chosen to lead have been responsible for
our success for the past 40+ years. Such
choices, actions and behaviours are now
more essential than ever as the industry
continues its drift towards ever greater
challenges and complexity.

Simply put, ‘human performance’ is
WHY we do WHAT we do the WAY we do
it. It includes each and every member of
the team, and impacts everything we do.
By focusing on the core, we will grow our
culture and improve our results. We will do
so sustainably, and in a manner offering
personal and professional benefit to all
who choose to come on board.
Phase 1 of our focus upon the core
launched in Hong Kong in September
2018. Twenty-three members of the
Anglo-Eastern executive team spent three
days deep-diving into Human Performance
Leadership. This included the creation of,
and commitment to, the executive team
Code of Honour.
The theme of our Mumbai Seminar in
November, “It’s OUR Ship,” was much more
than a slogan. It set the course to grow our
new culture – a new and different culture
where members of shore staff work
together with crew, who collectively work
together with clients, suppliers/vendors
and shareholders in pursuit of mutually
beneficial outcomes. Specifically, a culture
of one team, with one goal, having
one conversation.
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Anglo-Eastern has been a leader in ship
management because we have chosen
to put ourselves in the lead position. We
have taken the long view. Our commitment
to culture transformation continues the
tradition – it is a testament to our intentions
for the future.

Since the seminar, we have completed
17 two-day Human Performance
Leadership sessions. In addition, a weeklong certification course was conducted
in Mumbai, developing a global team of
Anglo-Eastern “Next-Gen” performance
improvement experts. Collectively, this
was Phase 2, and included virtually all
shore staff leadership, as well as selected
external participants and members of the
Anglo-Eastern board of directors. The
members of each session have created and
committed to their own Codes of Honour.
The last week in April 2019 saw the
beginning of Phase 3 – extending Human
Performance Leadership insights to our
leaders at sea. All senior crew leadership
will participate, and each team will
likewise create and commit to their
own Code of Honour.

Those who choose to seize this
opportunity, who choose to conduct
themselves as leaders (irrespective of
position), will prosper. And as those who

take the lead prosper, the Anglo-Eastern
team will prosper. We will set continually
improving standards, achieving results
beyond those previously imaginable.
From the inside out, we are transforming
our culture – one team, with one goal,
having one conversation.
This is how we win. This is how we grow.
This is how we position ourselves to
maximise our positive contributions and
help shape a better maritime future.

Tim Autrey is the founder and CEO of Practicing
Perfection Institute, Inc., and the author of the book
6-Hour Safety Culture. He and his team have worked
with organisations around the world to help them
achieve improvements in safety, reliability and
productivity. An active speaker, he has delivered talks at
Stanford University and The Mayo Clinic, and has been
featured on numerous US television networks.

AT A GLANCE
PHASE 1
Aug-Sep 2018
Over 20
members of the
executive/senior
management
team trained

PHASE 2
Oct 2018 - Mar 2019
More than 400
shore-based
managers trained
25 employees
trained as in-house
course facilitators

PHASE 3
From Apr 2019
Over 2,000
shipboard
leadership
(masters and chief
engineers)
to be trained
At the time of
writing, around
40 have been
trained to date
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Digital transformation
is about people, not
technology
Technology facilitates
change, but true change
is where the heart and
mind is, explains
CIO Peter Stevens in
this second instalment
about our digital
transformation journey.

The “digital” is about technology, but the
“transformation” is all about people and
motivating teams to change their mindset
through leadership, strategy and culture,
with the end goal being a culture where
“digital” is engrained in our DNA. People
are our main asset and make the absolute
difference with respect to the clients we
serve and the vessels we operate globally
on a day-to-day basis.
Anglo-Eastern’s digital programme, at
the foundation, is all about uplifting our
clients’ experience, changing the way our
organisation operates, and developing
more stakeholder solutions that leverage
today’s digital technologies. Sharing
the right data at the right time with all
parties involved in a digital, collaborative,
interactive and exponential manner can
greatly facilitate decision-making. Digital
technologies also enhance and allow us
to have more collaboration across the
various divisions and regions in which
we operate.
Digital innovation is about designing
a strategy for our company, making us
the digital front-runner in our industry,
and aligning our strategy with three key
groups: the end-users who are actually
doing the work for our clients, the digital

team tasked with leading us through
the digital transformation, and the
IT division responsible for provisioning
us with the required technologies to
deliver the strategy.
The next step is to make sure that our
operating model makes it possible to
achieve our strategy. With our customers
placed at the centre of our mindset,
we need to align ourselves around
three themes to help us get there:
speed to deliver, services provisioned,
and solutions designed. Together, this
represents a different way of thinking
and working globally.
Putting people first requires all of us
to be aware of the changes we are about
to witness, thus it is necessary to be
transparent with all stakeholders at every
level, both at shore and at sea. This means
implementing a clear structure to prepare
ourselves for the digital transformation
and highlighting how it will change our
business for the betterment of ourselves,
our clients, our business partners
and beyond.
Change starts from within, never with
technology. That is why changing the
hearts and minds of our organisation is key.

In that regard, I would like to take this
opportunity to express a special thank you
in relation to two upcoming events.
One is the migration of our first batch of
vessels in the tanker division to our new
solution. This has taken a few months
of configuration, with support from
colleagues, clients and our technology
partner. With their buy-in and support,
we are making this happen and taking
our first real steps towards our digital
transformation journey from a ship
management perspective.
The other is the global implementation
of Employee Central and Time Off. A
big thank you to our Human Resource
Management team for all of their hard
work, determination, perseverance, and
willingness to embrace change for the
sake of making Anglo-Eastern a better
place for all of us.
I look forward to updating you about
the next round of implementations!
#AENextGenServices
#BeTheChange
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for companies running similar ships and
trading on similar routes.
Whichever method and fuel is chosen,
the price of each choice will undoubtedly
vary – perhaps significantly, perhaps
dramatically. That is the scary part.

DECARBONISATION

The industry may long
for the unknowns of 2020.
Here’s why

BIMCO Deputy Secretary General Lars Robert Pedersen
discusses the impact of decarbonisation on the till now level
playing field of fuel expenses in the shipping industry.

For decades, the cost of fuel has been a
level playing field. All ships buy and burn
the same type of heavy fuel oil, so the price
has been similar for all competitors. The
ups and downs in the crude price affected
everyone equally.
Now, for the first time in nearly a century,
this is about to change. And the road to
full decarbonisation will likely make the
8 | LeaderShip

difference even more pronounced in the
coming decades.
The 0.50% sulphur limit is set to introduce
a range of competitive differences among
otherwise similar operators. By 1 January
2020, every market player will have chosen
its preferred method to pursue in order to
be compliant. There are several options,
and each means different operating costs

It is impossible to predict today how the
fuel-price spread between compliant fuel
and high-sulphur residual fuel will develop.
Shipowners – understandably – worry
about whether they are making the right
decision about how best to comply. Should
they be investing in abatement technology
(such as scrubbers) and continue buying
cheaper high-sulphur fuel or, instead,
absorb the additional cost of the more
expensive low-sulphur fuel?
History will show which decision proved
the most cost-effective and therefore the
smartest one to make.
Currently, there is no simple answer, as
some will have hedged their bets. Others
will stake their money on both ‘horses’.
Added to this is the element of ship
efficiency. New and far more efficient ships
may well help to outweigh some of the
negative impacts of the expected spike
in fuel costs.
New fuels detached from
The oil price
The shipping industry may well be anxious
now, but we should be aware that this is
just the first step in what will likely become
the norm; the world fleet may increasingly
be using different types of fuel, and
the level playing field of fuel expenses
the industry has enjoyed until now,
will disappear.

History will show which
decision proved the most
cost-effective and therefore
the smartest one
to make.
The reason is the decarbonisation
agenda. Over the coming decades, this
agenda will drive shipping towards the
use of low- and zero-carbon fuels, such as
ammonia or hydrogen.
Prices for these alternative fuels will
develop in their own distinct way; often,
the new fuels will not be pegged to the
oil price, but instead to other underlying
commodities. This has already happened
with natural gas.
The current situation is a major concern:
the level playing field is gradually
disappearing in terms of fuel costs, and
the competitive differences are as yet
unknown. But once it takes stock, the
industry will surely recognise that it was
far easier to face the unknown of the
spread between high-sulphur fuel and
compliant fuel when both were pegged
to the oil price than deciding between
a multitude of new fuels with separate
pricing fundamentals.
Down the line, we will likely look back and
long for the good old days when we had at
least that certainty; a peg to the price of oil.
Previously published by BIMCO in its February 2019
online issue of Bulletin (p. 8) as “The industry may
long for the unknowns of 2020. Here’s why” by
Lars Robert Pedersen, Deputy Secretary General of
BIMCO. Reprinted with permission.

GROUP

Executive Chairman Peter Cremers addressing the gathering,
with CEO Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard seated right

EVENT

Anglo-Eastern
Press Lunch
A select group of local journalists
were invited to join our senior
management team at the 2019
Anglo-Eastern Press Lunch in
Hong Kong on March 5.

Held at the Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club,
media participants from the likes of
Lloyd’s List and Seatrade to South China
Morning Post and The Standard were given
the opportunity to meet with our senior
managers, hear about our business, and
ask questions. The occasion was also
used to showcase our latest in-house
virtual reality (VR) training offerings.
Participants were invited to demo seven
ship familiarisation modules designed
for our cadets, which together allow you
to take an interactive virtual tour of a ship’s
decks, bridge, navigation equipment,
forepeak tanks, and dry-dock environment.
A most immersive and engaging
experience for anyone who has not tried
it before!

Media participants were invited to demo our latest in-house VR training offerings

Group photo of the Anglo-Eastern team
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SANATH J. MANGALASSERY
Tr. E/O, MT FAIRCHEM KATANA

RECOGNITION

Singapore
Tanker Division’s
Safety STAR winners

CHRIS F. REQUINE
AB, MT ESHIPS DANA

SIMON M. DALES

The Hong Kong Tanker Division may
MESSMAN, MT NASHWAN
have been the first to roll out the
Safety STAR recognition programme to
its crew, but the Singapore fleet was
quick to follow suit. With a year of the
programme and 12 winners now under its
P.S. PATHARE
FITTER, VAIL SPIRIT
belt, the Singapore initiative has come a
long way – and with very positive results!
By encouraging and recognising crew for
their proactive safety initiatives, crew are
incentivised to take ownership of their own
safety and that of others, and to be aware
of and address potential safety issues
before they become injuries or incidents,
thus helping to take the safety culture of
the organisation to the next level.
As with the Hong Kong Tanker Division,
the programme has been met with
enthusiasm by the crew of the Singapore
fleet, with many coming forward to share
their safety ideas and solutions, not to
mention an uptick in active participation
in existing safety programmes.
10 | LeaderShip

S.M.H. SURANGIWALA
3/O, MT COPPER SPIRIT

D.J. SOLANKI
PUMPMAN, MT CHASELKA

Safety
STARS
2018

Any initiative is only as
WILLIAMS AUGUSTINE
good as those that drive
PUMPMAN, MT TRF MEMPHIS
and take part in it, however,
so it is hoped that the
MAGANBHAI L. TANDEL
current level of enthusiasm
WIPER, MT FAIRCHEM KATANA
can be sustained for yet another positive
year of Safety STAR successes out of many
Pumpman Williams Augustine, Fitter
more to follow.
P.S. Pathare, Messman Simon M. Dales,
AB Chris F. Requine, and Pumpman
As for our 2018 winners, the Singapore
D.J. Solanki. Well done!
Tanker Division is pleased to congratulate
the following: Tr. E/O Sanath J.
All of the above winners share a common
Mangalassery, 3/O S.M.H. Surangiwala,
work ethic and other characteristics,
APOR Vinod K. Chauhan, AB J.R. Tandel,
Wiper Khushal K. Chauhan, Bosun Dominic namely self-motivation to identify and
mitigate safety issues, consistent use and
P. Bendanillo, Wiper Maganbhai L. Tandel,

VINOD K. CHAUHAN
APOR, MT EAGLE MILAN

J.R. TANDEL
AB, MT YUYO SPIRITS

KHUSHAL K. CHAUHAN
WIPER, MT CHASELKA

DOMINIC P. BENDANILLO
BOSUN, MT ASPEN SPIRIT

promotion of PPE for all jobs no matter
how minor, attention to detail and
close adherence to safety procedures,
active promotion of safe practices and
safety culture, active participation in
other safety programmes, willingness
to speak up, plus out-of-the-box thinking
for innovative ideas.

GROUP

RECOGNITION

Anglo-Eastern wins
double honour at India’s
National Maritime Day
Celebrations Awards
Anglo-Eastern’s MD of Crewing, India, Maneesh Pradhan (centre), Ranjit Narayanan and
Deepak Correa (to the right) being presented with the two awards at the ceremony on April 5

National Maritime Day is celebrated in India every April 5
to commemorate the maiden voyage of the first Indian
vessel, the SS Loyalty, back in 1919. As part of the
celebrations, which typically span a week leading up to
the big day, the best in Indian shipping and seafaring are
recognised by India’s Directorate General of Shipping.

The National Maritime Day Celebrations
Awards thus represent the most
prestigious industry awards in India, so
it is always a big honour to receive one.
As such, we were extremely proud to have
once again been named Best Foreign
Employer of Indian Seafarers – the twelfth
time Anglo-Eastern has been awarded this
distinction since 2004.

Capt. Chetan Chugh, former Master of the MV Genco Augustus, receiving the Gallantry Award
from Dr Malini Shankar, India’s Director General of Shipping

This year, Anglo-Eastern was also jointly
named Most Compassionate Employer
of Indian Seafarers, along with the
Shipping Corporation of India. This is the
first time in eight years, and only the third
time to date, that Anglo-Eastern has been
awarded both accolades together – a true
honour, indeed!

On top of this much coveted
double distinction, Anglo-Eastern’s
Capt. Chetan Chugh was presented with
the distinguished Gallantry Award for
the MV Genco Augustus’ heroic rescue
efforts in the MV Sincerity Ace fire tragedy
on New Year’s Day. As reported in the last
issue of LeaderShip (March 2019, Issue 13,
pp. 36-38), he and his crew were able
to rescue seven members of the stricken
ro-ro’s Filipino crew despite very
challenging conditions.
Our heartiest congratulations to our
Indian crewing division, Capt. Chugh and
the crew of the Genco Augustus for their
well-deserved recognition. A fantastic
effort all-round. Well done!
LeaderShip | 11
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EVENT

Anglo-Eastern
Manila Seminar 2019:
It’s OUR Ship
Following on November’s Mumbai Seminar,
Anglo-Eastern Crew Management Philippines (AECMP)
hosted its own “It’s OUR Ship” officers’ seminar in Manila
on March 7. Held at the New World Hotel in Makati City,
the event commenced with an opening address by
CEO Capt. Bjorn Hojgaard.

Warmly welcoming the attending officers,
owner representatives and guests,
Capt. Hojgaard continued with an overall
view of Anglo-Eastern, emphasising our
core principle of leading with integrity and
“doing the right things the right way”. He
reiterated the importance of engaging in
open, honest dialogue to meet stakeholder
needs, and closed by reminding the
officers that client satisfaction is ultimately
the only true measure of our success.
More than 130 officers attended the
seminar, along with owner representatives
from Bocimar, Boskalis, CLdN, Norden,
Oskar Wehr, Petredec, Rio Tinto Marine
and UASC, many of whom were also
there to conduct their own seminars with

A group of attending officers giving the thumbs-up

their respective officers. Speaking at the
event were a number of colleagues from
our Hong Kong and Singapore offices,
in addition to an impressive line-up of
external guest speakers.
The two guests of honour, MARINA’s
Vice-Admiral Narciso A. Vingson Jr and
POEA’s Bernard P. Olalia, gave useful
insights about their organisations and
their respective visions, objectives
and development plans. Vice-Admiral
Vingson Jr discussed MARINA’s steps
towards digitalising such administrative
processes as MISMO and DOSIS for good
governance, plus plans to modernise and
improve coastal security, while Mr Olalia
also spoke on EMSA compliance in 2019.
Representatives from Bocimar and Oskar Wehr with Vikas Widge (second right)
during one of the seminar breaks
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Neeraj Dhingra, Anand Sharma,
Abner Carvalho, Deepankar Das
and Anand Dalela with Petredec’s
Capt. Dabiru Venkatraman (second left)
and Neil Giles (second right)

Seafarers with passion – and photo-ready poses!

This was followed by Boskalis’
Eugene Van Dodeweerd, Director of
Fleet Management Offshore, who gave a
brief talk on the current fleet and future
expansion plans. He mentioned how each
individual connected with the Boskalis
team is expected to be responsible for
their own actions and contributions
towards safe and efficient operations –
the goals of the organisation.

Officers and their wives at the gala dinner
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Petredec Fleet General Manager,
Capt. Dabiru Venkatraman, next provided
an insightful overview of the company’s
operations and the expectations it has
of ship staff for the safe and efficient
operations of their ships. He also
presented interesting statistics highlighting
the global demand for seafarers,

technology and automation in industry,
and cyber security accountability.
After the morning refreshment break,
Joseph Rebano, an attorney and partner
of Del Rosario & Del Rosario Law, delivered
an informative presentation on various
cases from a P&I perspective.
Anglo-Eastern’s Capt. Pradeep Chawla,
MD of Group QHSE and Training,
took to the podium with an overview of
fleet safety and PSC performance, and
was followed by Capt. Vinay Singh, Group
MD of Fleet Personnel, who gave a review
of our manning status, the challenges
and opportunities we face, and the way
forward for continued expansion in
the Philippines.

GROUP

Neeraj Dhingra, Ravi Anand,
Anil Tejpal and Bjorn Hojgaard with
clients and guests at the gala dinner

After a delicious buffet lunch,
psychologist Naira Orbeta spoke on
the topic of “inner accountability” in an
interactive session that focused on how
to make internal attitude changes at
the personal level. Anshuman Ghosh, a
risk assessor from the UK P&I Club, next
spoke on the forthcoming global sulphur
cap requirements and the challenges
the shipping industry can expect, before
breaking for afternoon refreshments.
Upon returning, the officers broke away
into two groups. Deck officers were
briefed by QHSE and Operations on the
latest incident reports, PSC deficiencies
and navigational issues, while engineering
officers were invited to a workshop by
Technical on recent engine room issues,
communications, machine damage and
other technical matters.
The proceedings culminated with the
two groups gathering together again
for an open forum with Anglo-Eastern’s
top management.
The day concluded with the guests,
officers and their wives – who had been
at their own concurrent Anglo-Eastern
seminar for crew spouses – being treated
to an enjoyable evening of cocktails,
dinner and live music in the hotel ballroom.
A cheerful and fitting ending to a very busy
but productive and successful day!
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School’s out
for summer!

Well, sort of. After all the hard work that went into
organising the Manila seminars, what better way
to thank your team and celebrate the onset of
summer than with a fun family outing? So, that’s
exactly what our Manila office did on March 16!

More than 70 employees and their families joined the daytrip to
Adventure Beach Waterpark in Subic Bay, where they enjoyed good
weather, group games, dancing, and of course, karaoke. Sounds
like a lot of fun!

Anglo-Eastern Officers’
Wives’ Seminar

Held concurrently with the officers’ “It’s OUR Ship” seminar
on March 7, also at the New World Hotel in Makati City,
Manila, the 8th officers’ wives’ seminar saw nearly 60 crew
spouses attend the specially tailored programme.

Featuring talks by healthcare
professionals, the focus was on how to
maintain a healthy home for a healthy
mind and a healthy ship. Crew welfare
and benefits were also discussed.
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The well-received event was a great
opportunity for the wives to swap stories
and share experiences, with many
already looking forward to the next one!

GROUP

Before breaking for lunch, Capt. Nair
delivered a manning review and spoke
about several new initiatives that would
be rolled out in the coming months.
After enjoying a hearty lunch, the officers
as well as their wives regrouped to hear
Mr Bjorhovde discuss the opportunities
and challenges presented by the Internet,
especially in relation to communications,
with emphasis on responsible usage.

EVENT

Saga Shipholding
holds crew seminar
in Manila

Saga Shipholding held a two-day crew seminar
in Manila for its Filipino officers on March 28-29. Thirty-six
enthusiastic Saga officers from Southfield Manning Agencies
attended the event, along with both agency and owner
representatives, including Senior Technical Manager
Nils Otto Bjorhovde and Isabel Tse, plus Trond Bardsen,
Senior VP of Operations at Saga Welco.

Representing Anglo-Eastern from the
Hong Kong office were Technical MD
Cawsi Lilauwala, Fleet Director Dipankar
Mukutmoni, Fleet Manager Samrat Kapoor,
Senior Vessel Managers Austin Carvalho
and Ashwin Rajpal, and Vessel Manager
Srijib Saha. Also in attendance from
our head office were Fleet Personnel
Director Capt. Somasundar Nair,
QHSE Manager Capt. Himanshu Chopra,
and Group Business Development Director
Capt. Anil Tejpal.
After a welcome speech by Reuben
Romero, President of Southfield Manning
Agencies, Mr Bjorhovde took to the floor to
deliver a highly informative and engaging
talk themed “It’s OUR Ship”, along the
lines of the Anglo-Eastern Manila Seminar
held earlier the same month. Ms Tse then
spoke at length on Saga values, followed
by Mr Bardsen, who presented an overview
of Saga Welco’s chartering business for
better context and understanding. He also
touched upon issues relating to the global
sulphur cap and how the company intends
to address these.

The second day kicked off with some
insights from Mr Lilauwala, who then
handed the floor to Mr Mukutmoni and
his team for a detailed performance
review of the Saga fleet. Mr Mukutmoni
covered various technical and operational
issues, including if and how these could
have been prevented, while Mr Kapoor
highlighted avoidable issues and incidents
and the need to develop the right attitude
for better prevention and performance.
Mr Rajpal took on the more technical
topic of cam effect/ridge wear, as observed
in the crankpin of auxiliary engines, which
generated considerable interest amongst
the attending engineering officers.
Mr Carvalho and Mr Saha capped off the
review with detailed case studies of major
incidents on board Saga vessels.
The final speaker of the event was
Capt. Chopra, who talked about onboard
safety items and practices, how safety
can be improved overall, as well as the
topic of NAV9000 audits. Mr Bjorhovde
then summed up the proceedings of
the day and thanked everyone for their
participation, after which group photos
were taken before concluding the
successful and well-received event
with lunch.
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DAO holds third joint seminar
with UK office in Odessa
On March 6, the Odessa office hosted the third annual seminar for officers
of DAO Shipping and Anglo-Eastern Ukraine. Representatives from DAO and
Anglo-Eastern UK, which provides services to the shipping group, attended
the event, as did the Odessa team.

“The seminar is an excellent opportunity to
meet officers and discuss teamwork issues
with them, which is important because
the ability to act as one coordinated team
is one of the priorities,” said Omri Dagul,
Executive Vice President of DAO Shipping.
“It is extremely important for us to know
what is happening on board. We can
only understand whether the working
environment is proper and favourable
through direct communication with our
officers, which is why we encourage
open and straightforward discussions and
intend to address anything that troubles
our seafarers,” he said.
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Concurred Capt. Oleg Lukyanchenko,
Director of Anglo-Eastern Ukraine:
“The main purpose of these seminars
is to discuss current problems, to hear
the opinions of all parties, and to find
best solutions. It is crucial to improve
performance on an ongoing basis and
to avoid making the same mistakes.

“Our key task is to provide decent jobs to
competent Ukrainian seafarers on vessels
of reliable shipowners.”
Around 50 officers attended the event,
which featured informative presentations
and interactive discussions on a range of
relevant topics, from fleet performance

and shipboard safety to ways to improve
upon these and further ship-shore
cooperation. As always, the seminar
was well-received by the officers, who
appreciated the chance to interact with
both management and owners, as well
as each other.

GROUP

RECOGNITION

Anglo-Eastern Ukraine
wins Best Maritime
Training Award
For the second consecutive year, Anglo-Eastern
Ukraine has been honoured with the Best Maritime
Training Award by the country’s National Maritime
Rating. Viewed as the Oscars of Ukraine’s shipping
industry, this is a prestigious award to win and the
team in Odessa could not be more proud.
“Last year, our training centre had a
very successful debut in this acclaimed
awards event, winning the award for
Best Maritime Training 2017”, said
Capt. Andriy Boyko, Head of the
Anglo-Eastern Maritime Training Centre
(AEMTC) in Ukraine.
“Today, we are honoured with this
coveted award a second time. With
so many reputable maritime training
institutions being nominated in this
category, we are proud that our efforts
in maintaining the highest possible
standards in crew training are once
again being recognised by the
Ukrainian maritime community.”
Anglo-Eastern Ukraine Director Capt. Oleg Lukyanchenko,
Training Manager Anna Klymets, and Head of AEMTC
Ukraine Capt. Andriy Boyko with the award plaque at the
official ceremony on April 4

The award was presented at the
National Maritime Rating’s official
ceremony in Odessa on April 4, which
was attended by over 250 high-profile
participants from the top echelons of
the country’s maritime sector.
“This prestigious award is a booster
for our further development,” said
Capt. Oleg Lukyanchenko, Director of
Anglo-Eastern Ukraine. “From day one,
our bar was set very high, and we are
committed to reaching new heights in
training excellence for our maritime
professionals serving on board
Anglo-Eastern ships.”
Well done and congratulations to the
Anglo-Eastern Ukraine team for another
successful year and acclaimed award win!
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SPOTLIGHT

Home is
where the
food is!

On April 21, the crew of
the MV Toronto Express
celebrated Easter on
board with a cake and
chocolate Easter bunnies
for every member.

This was followed by a hearty buffet lunch,
courtesy of Chief Cook Anil H. Maske, who
prepared a mouth-watering selection of
tasty dishes for his colleagues. With such
good food and good company, coupled
with music and games, everyone had an
enjoyable time. A sure recipe for good fun,
if ever there was one!
Chief Cook
Anil H. Maske

AEMA

DNS-17 and
GME-25 cadets
celebrate graduation
Speaking of good food, Capt. Felino D’Souza, Master
of the Toronto Express, recently sent in a separate
photo of a very happy looking Chief Cook Maske
beaming next to a stack of papadum and a large pot
of colourful chicken biryani that he had just cooked
up for the crew.
Explained Capt. D’Souza: “Sometime back, Chief Cook
Maske had casually mentioned to me that he has been
with Anglo-Eastern for over ten years. He is extremely
happy with his job and has one strong wish before
he retires – that is to see his photograph published in
at least one of our in-house magazines, so that he can
treasure it for the rest of his life.
“This photo is my humble tribute to
this gentleman, who has made many
a taste bud water at sea with his
delicious cuisine.”
Even without Capt. D’Souza’s
explanatory message, we really liked
this happy photo of Chief Cook Maske –
not to mention his amazing looking
chicken biryani – so here’s to making
his wish come true!
Remember, a happy employee is a
productive one, and we should all strive
to be this passionate about our jobs!
#SeafarersWithPassion
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Earlier this year, on January 11 and
February 23, the 17th batch of Diploma
in Nautical Sciences (DNS) cadets and
25th batch of Graduate Mechanical
Engineering (GME) cadets proudly passed
out from the Anglo-Eastern Maritime
Academy (AEMA), respectively.

A special welcome for the guests of honour
at the DNS-17 function

PEople

Proceeding the talks at both ceremonies,
the ‘best of the best’ of the DNS and
GME batches were recognised on stage
at their respective functions: Cdt Ujjawal
Kumar and Cdt Azim Parkar for best overall
performance, Cdt Mohammed Hussain
and Cdt Leslie Furtado for best academic
performance, and Cdt Benicio Gomes
and Cdt Rahul Kumar for best qualities
befitting an officer.

Cdt Ujjawal Kumar, best overall cadet of DNS-17

Guests of honour at the DNS ceremony
were Vijay Suryavanshi (IAS Collector,
Raigad District) and Anil Paraskar
(IPS Superintendent, Raigad Alibaug
Police), while the GME ceremony was
honoured by the presence of Rakesh
Mathur (MD, MAN Energy Solutions) and
Anglo-Eastern’s Maneesh Pradhan
(MD of Crewing, India).
As per usual practice, the guests at both
events were warmly welcomed by key
faculty members in addition to a band
and full guard of honour performed by
the cadets. From the entrance they were
escorted to the academic block, where
they were introduced to other members
of faculty and taken on a guided tour of
AEMA’s extensive training facilities, before
being seated in the auditorium.
The DNS function commenced with an
opening speech by Vice-Principal Mahesh
Subramanian, who took the guests and
attending families through AEMA’s journey
over the past ten years. The cadets then
performed a skit, song recital and dance
performance for entertainment.

The GME function, on the other hand,
was entirely hosted by Cdt Chirag Gupta
and Cdt Rahul Kumar, and featured a
high-energy cultural show put up by
the cadets that included a foot-tapping
band, scintillating music and a thoughtful
skit to enliven the atmosphere.
Senior faculty member, Capt. Jairaj
Nakhwa, presented the DNS-17 cadet
report with information regarding the
progress of the graduating batch,
while Tejinder Bhamra, Engineering
Course-in-Charge and Head of
Department, did the same for batch
GME-25.
It was then the turn of the guests of
honour to take to the podium. At the
DNS ceremony, Mr Paraskar spoke about
the hardships he realises mariners face at
sea, and inspired the cadets with a quote
from Michelangelo when asked how he
was able to create such fine sculptures:
“Every block has a sculpture within; I just
remove the small outer chunks to reveal
the true potential.”

Cdt Azim Parkar, best overall cadet of GME-25

Mr Suryavanshi reminded the cadets
that they are ambassadors of India
whilst travelling abroad, and to make the
academy, their families and their country
proud of their conduct. Capt. K.N. Deboo,
Director and Principal of Anglo-Eastern
Maritime Training Centre, spoke on the
values of leadership, courage and bravery,
citing real-life examples.

After much applause, the DNS and GME
ceremonies concluded with a vote of
thanks by Cdt Hussein and Cdt Parkar,
respectively, followed by the national
anthem and a well laid out celebratory
lunch for everyone in attendance.
A special and momentous day was had
by all at the two functions, and a big
congratulations and well done to all of the
fine young graduate cadets of DNS-17 and
GME-25. We look forward to welcoming
you to the Anglo-Eastern fleet!

Entertaining the audience at the GME-25 function
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ENVIRONMENT

Fighting the good
fight against
plastic pollution

Anglo-Eastern Maritime Academy (AEMA) has
taken on the mammoth challenge of beating
plastic pollution and adopting sustainable
practices in an equally big way, with numerous
green initiatives on campus (more on that
another time!), not to mention several
community clean-up drives since they took
the matter to heart.
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The vast majority of plastic waste found in
our oceans comes from inland waterways
before flowing out to sea. To tackle the
issue at the source, AEMA cadets set about
cleaning up their own backyard, literally,
ahead of India’s monsoon season so as to
prevent plastic waste from getting blown
or washed into the river that runs next to
the academy.

Some of the local residents working at
AEMA were also educated on the issue of
plastic pollution and how to mitigate the
problem – another way of tackling the issue
at the source.

Altogether, the cadets managed to
collect more than 1,000 kilograms in
plastic waste from the campus and
neighbouring areas for recycling in a
commendable effort to keep the academy,
the local community and the adjacent
river plastic-free.

In honour of Republic Day on January 26,
the cadets decided to dedicate the day to
a clean-up of a popular tourist and trekking
site in the nearby Shayadri mountain
range. Known as the Kondane Caves,
the site is famous for its ancient Buddhist
cave architecture and attracts visitors from
across Mumbai and India.

Earlier in the year, AEMA cadets
participated in two other community cleanup drives, one inland and one coastal.

Unfortunately, the site also attracts their
litter in the form of discarded plastic
bottles, bags, wrappers and other rubbish.
To make the most of the day, the team
of 40 engineering cadets set out before
daybreak, together with AEMA
Vice-Principal Mahesh Subramanian and
Security Supervisor Narayan Ghatge. A
20-minute bus drive took them to the base
of the trail by 7:00 a.m., and from there it
was a 45-minute trek to reach the caves.
After taking in the natural beauty of the
site, the cadets got down to work. Splitting
up into four groups of ten, the cadets
started the slow descent down the slopes,
collecting litter along the way from both

PEople

sides of the trail. Close to two hours later,
the cadets were finally back at the base
of the trail – together with 13 full garbage
bags of 200 litres capacity each. What a
lot of rubbish!
The collected litter, along with waste from
the academy, was taken to a local recycling
facility for sorting and processing. There,
it was found that the four major categories
of rubbish were plastic bottles, wrappers,
Tetra Paks and plastic bags/covers, with
plastic bottles accounting for a whopping
75% of all rubbish – the reason why we
should all make the switch to reusable
bottles as much as possible.
More recently, as part of India’s National
Maritime Week, AEMA and other
members of the seafaring community
took part in a coastal clean-up at
Mumbai’s famed Dadar Beach on

March 31. A team of 40 engineering
cadets, two alumni and two members
of faculty from the academy took part in
the event, which covered a 100-metre
stretch of the beach and the collection
of a truck-load of plastic and other waste
in just over an hour.
Although a lot more needs to be done
to clean up the beach and other areas,
every effort counts, and we are extremely
proud of AEMA’s dedication to fighting
the war on plastic waste for a greener
and cleaner environment. The enthusiasm
and commitment shown by both faculty
and cadets alike is truly impressive, and
as noted previously, we should all be
following their example. Well done!
#LeadingWithIntegrity
#SettingTheStandard
#SeafarersWithPassion
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“Say no to
plastic bottles!”
continued
Since our last issue, more ships
and their crew have been actively
joining the campaign to reduce
plastic waste, particularly in the
form of plastic bottles.

MT Pyxis Alfa

Pictured here are the crew of the MV Federal Churchill
making a visually bold statement on deck, and the crew
of the MT Pyxis Alfa posing with their recently issued
stainless steel bottles.
In early March, the crew of the MV Ore Italia were also
issued reusable drinking bottles in conjunction with a
darts competition to bring the team together for some
bonding and fun.
Keep up the good work!
#BeatPlasticPollution
MV Federal Churchill
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MV Ore Italia
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DIVERSITY

MT Saltram
embraces crew
diversity
The MT Saltram is an LPG storage tanker at Suape
in Brazil. As a vessel under Brazilian cabotage, it is
mandatory to employ some Brazilians on board.
As such, the Indian and Filipino crew of the Saltram
recently welcomed on board several Brazilian
female deck officers and engineers to work on the
tanker in rotation.
“The female officers work with equal
vigour, energy and dedication as any man,”
praised Capt. K.K. Merugu, Master of
the Saltram.
“As one would expect of any officer, they
are willing to undertake whatever work is
required to be done at their rank, and they
are very professional in their approach
toward their jobs. They don’t expect any
concessions or leeway to be given to them
as a result of their gender, nor do they
want any favouritism.”

Looking forwards, Capt. Merugu added,
“We hope one day we will also see a lot of
Indian women working on board equally
with men. If Brazilian women can do it,
our women can also do the same and
excel in this adventurous profession.”
Until then, Capt. Merugu enthused about
the current diversity of his crew: “The work
culture on board has been truly amazing,
with both men and women of mixed
nationalities – Indian, Filipino, Brazilian –
working together in harmony.”
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CREW FOCUS

Ro-Ro Romania!
Our short-sea European ro-ro fleet, managed
out of the Goes office in the Netherlands, is
crewed by seafarers from various European
countries, including more recently Romania.

MV Cymbeline

Cristi Marian Gilca
Second Officer,
MV Cymbeline

Where are you from?
I’m from the coastal city of Constanta,
Romania, which borders on the Black Sea.
How long have you been sailing, and
how many years with the group?
I have been sailing for 12 years, but I have
only been with Anglo-Eastern for close to
two weeks as at the time of answering
this question.
Why did this line of work interest you?
How did you get started?
I chose this profession because my father
was also a seaman, and because with my
hometown of Constanta being a city on
the Black Sea, I have many friends and
relatives who also work at sea.
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Use three words to describe your
current role.
New, challenging, interesting.
Describe a typical day or week.
On a usual day, the vessel makes
manoeuvres to depart or arrive at the jetty
in the scheduled port.
With respect to departures, prior to leaving
the port, I prepare the bridge, test all the
navigation equipment, and check the
operation of the steering gear and bow
thruster. I am at aft manoeuvre position
and am in constant communication with
the command deck via the portable VHF
radio in order to safely guide the vessel.
Following the manoeuvre, I head to the
bridge deck to start the navigation watch.
Besides the above, there are other tasks
for which I am responsible, such as charts
correction and nautical publications,
as well as the daily, weekly and monthly
testing of navigation and communication
equipment.

What is the most challenging or
rewarding part of your current role?
The most challenging part is sailing daily
on the Thames River and learning all of
its features.
What was the most exciting/adventurous
thing you ever experienced at sea?
The most exciting thing for me is not so
much a particular experience at sea, but
the opportunity to visit so many different
countries and cultures.
What is your favourite type of vessel to
sail and favourite port city? Why?
So far, I have only navigated bulk carriers
and general cargo ships, and now I am
discovering ro-ro vessels.
One of my favourite port cities is
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria in Spain’s
Canary Islands, because I have been there
often and had time to explore the city.
I also like Las Palmas for its climate, which
is gentle in wintertime.
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What is the most challenging or rewarding part of your
current role?
The most challenging part is having to perform two
manoeuvres per day, whilst the most rewarding part is
continuously learning new things.

If you were shore-based, what would
you like to be?
I would like to work in the sports industry
and be a football player and then a
football coach.

What was the most exciting/adventurous thing you ever
experienced at sea?
Besides visiting new ports and countries, once I
experienced a storm in the Atlantic Ocean whilst sailing
on board a container vessel. That was the biggest storm
I ever experienced.

What do you do in your spare time?
The main thing that occupies my spare
time now is my little girl, who is almost
two years old. Besides playing with her,
I like walking in the park with family
and relatives. I also like to play football
with my friends and watch movies at
the cinema.

Tiberiu Rosca
Third Engineer,
MV Cymbeline

Where are you from?
Medgidia, Romania, which is a town close to the Black Sea.
How long have you been sailing, and how many years
with the group?
I have been sailing for around nine years now. This is
my first contract with Anglo-Eastern.

What is your favourite type of vessel to sail and favourite
port city? Why?
My favourite type of vessel to sail are bulk carriers,
because of the long time they stay in port.
My favourite port city is Miami, Florida, for the main reason
that there are shopping malls nearby.
If you were shore-based, what would you like to be?
If I were shore-based, I would like to run my own business.
What do you do in your spare time?
In my spare time I like to watch movies, read books, play
games, walk in the park, and spend time with my wife.

Why did this line of work interest you? How did you
get started?
I had an interest in travelling.
Use three words to describe your current role.
Literally speaking, monitoring, adjusting and repairing.
Describe a typical day or week.
On a typical day, this includes looking for abnormalities
in the engine room, checking that everything is in good
working order, completing the tasks planned for the
day, and planning for the tasks that lie ahead. Examples
include transferring fuel, changing oil, and changing filters
for the diesel generators.
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Group annual
celebrations
A selection of photos from some of our
annual celebrations across the group!

HONG KONG | Our head office in
Hong Kong held its disco-themed
celebrations on January 26 in the ballroom
of the InterContinental. Besides the usual
fun and games, the event managed to
raise nearly HKD 40,000 in donations for
the Children’s Cancer Foundation, which
in turn was doubled by the company.
What a nice way to celebrate and give
back at the same time!
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SINGAPORE | Our Singapore office enjoyed a similarly
themed celebration on February 23 at the Marina Bay
Sands. Themed “The Era of ‘60s”, the event saw many
colleagues turn up looking like movie extras for
Austin Powers (oh, behave!), with awards for the
grooviest outfits presented by MD Orson Lobo. Special
guests included Marcel Liedts and K.N. Menon from
the executive/senior management team in Hong Kong.

HAMBURG | The Hamburg office held its annual
dinner back in December on the 14th at Hotel Barceló,
complete with a saxophonist for entertainment. Special
guests included Harald Klein, COO – Dry Ships Division,
who was visiting from our head office in Hong Kong,
and CMB Technical Director Capt. Bart Rombouts.

ANTWERP | The Antwerp office held its annual dinner at Domein Park
West – La Piazza on February 1, together with visiting Executive Chairman
Peter Cremers. During the dinner, and as per normal practice, money was
collected for charity. In total, over EUR 830 in donations was raised – and
again doubled by the company – for this year’s chosen recipient, The
Ocean Cleanup, an environmental non-profit organisation. Well done!
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RESCUE AT SEA

Mineral Beijing traverses
tumultuous seas to rescue
lone yachtsman from
storm-damaged trimaran

The evening of January 22 started off like any
other evening for the Ukrainian crew of the
Anglo-Eastern managed MV Mineral Beijing.
The crew were resting, watching videos, listening
to music, communicating with their family and
friends, etc. But all of that was about to change
following the receipt of an SAR request from
MRCC Chile at 23:50.
The SV Sucre de Pastèque (“Watermelon
Sugar”), a French-registered trimaran
singlehandedly manned by Sébastien
Debierre, was reportedly in distress
around 87 NM away.
Mr Debierre, one of 20+ participants
in Longue Route 2018 (“Long Route/
Way 2018”) – an around-the-world, triple
cape tribute to fellow French sailor and
author Bernard Moitessier, who had done
the same solo in the late 1960s – was in
dire straits, after one of the trimaran’s
outriggers was badly damaged in rough
seas. Should it break away entirely,
the sailing vessel was at serious risk of
destabilising and capsizing.

The damaged SV Sucre de Pastèque and her lone skipper Sébastien Debierre
with the lifeline thrown from the MV Mineral Beijing
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Capt. Oleksandr Tsyganenko, Master of
the Mineral Beijing, altered the course of
the bulk carrier accordingly, increasing her
speed to the fullest extent possible under
the prevailing conditions. On a normal
day, with good weather and calm seas, the
distance that needed to be covered might
take only 6-7 hours, but conditions were

not cooperative that night. Faced
with gale-force winds of around 55 knots
and 5-6 metre swells, the ship pitched
and rolled heavily, hindering progress.
The weather continued to deteriorate,
and after a few hours of no further
position updates from MRCC Chile,
there were growing concerns amongst
the crew about the status of the trimaran
and her lone skipper. Fortunately, an
update was received at 04:00: The sailing
vessel was still afloat and desperately
awaiting assistance.
However, upon nearing the updated
position of the trimaran, there was still
no visual sighting and no contact by VHF.
Something was amiss. Capt. Tsyganenko
managed to contact Mr Debierre via
Iridium phone and was stunned to discover
that the position provided by MRCC Chile
was incorrect, and that the Mineral Beijing
had been sailing for more than two hours
in the opposite direction, resulting in a
60 NM gap!

TechNICAL

Sea conditions five hours before arrival

Rescued skipper Sébastien Debierre (centre)
with the crew of the MV Mineral Beijing

Fortunately conditions had since improved
sufficiently to allow the ship to pick up
speed and cover the distance in under five
hours. As they sailed towards the stricken
trimaran, Capt. Tsyganenko gathered
his crew on the bridge to discuss the
importance and risks of the situation,
as well as their responsibility. Afterwards,
the crew set about planning the rescue
procedure and preparing the necessary
tools and equipment.
At 14:57, a white sail was finally
sighted over the horizon some 9 NM
in the distance. Half an hour later, VHF
communication was established with
Mr Debierre, thus allowing them to
coordinate a plan of action to manoeuvre
the two vessels together as closely as
possible. Conditions were still not ideal,
however, with winds of around 30 knots

and 4-5 metre swells. But through sound
decision-making, correct actions and
excellent teamwork, the crew were able to
secure the trimaran alongside the ship.
By 17:30, Mr Debierre had been lifted
to the safety of the ship’s deck after
connecting the O-ring on his immersion
suit to the ship’s lifeline, thus bringing
an end to the ordeal.
Thanks to the calm, brave actions of both
the crew and Mr Debierre, a fraught
situation was positively resolved. The
Mineral Beijing was the only ship on
the scene, and without her crew’s help,
the outcome may well have been very
different. Realising this, Mr Debierre – not
to mention his family and friends – were
extremely grateful to Capt. Tsyganenko and
his crew, as were the Chilean authorities.

Said Olivier Merbau, organiser of Longue
Route 2018, in a heartfelt message to
Capt. Tsyganenko: “From the bottom of
my heart, I want to thank you [for saving]
Sébastien Debierre in this difficult situation.
My obsessive fear from the first day [of the
event] was to lose another friend at sea
again. … Thanks a lot to you, to all your
crew and to your company for this beautiful
act of seamanship, and congratulations on
your perfect manoeuvre with [such a] big
ship in these weather conditions!”
“My congratulations and appreciation for
the valuable, professional, accurate and
timely support rendered to rescue the
skipper of the yacht ‘Sucre de Pastèque’
(French flag) during the distress that took
place on January 23, 2019, 1.222 miles
west from the Chilean coast,” wrote the
Chilean Navy’s Capt. César Cruzat Zúñiga,

The MV Mineral Beijing, a 174k-dwt bulk carrier
managed by Anglo-Eastern

Acting Director of Maritime Safety,
Security and Operations.
“The nature of these actions demonstrate
courage, commitment and solidarity
within seamen to face distress situations,
which at times may put at risk their [own]
lives in complying with the excellence
that is established in the International
Conventions related to safety of life at sea.”
Well done to Capt. Tsyganenko and the
entire team on board the Mineral Beijing
for their commendable actions that
served to save the life of a fellow seafarer.
We are proud of your efforts!
#LeadingWithIntegrity
#SettingTheStandard
#SeafarersWithPassion
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RECOGNITION

Anglo-Eastern
managed ships
top NAV9000
NAV9000 is an in-house safety
standard developed by NYK
for its fleet. The programme
entails a rigorous self-imposed
safe ship management
system designed to ensure
and enhance safety and
environmental performance.
The standard covers
approximately 1,500
items, including
international treaties,
international quality
standards, measures to prevent accidents
from recurring, and requirements from
customers.
Over the course of each year, NAV9000
audits are conducted on over 300 vessels
and more than 30 shipowners and ship
management companies. In that regard,
we are pleased to announce that three of
the four top-performing NAV9000 vessels
announced this March are managed by
Anglo-Eastern: MT Challenge Pollux,
MV Saga Fantasy and MV Saga Frontier.
Well done and congratulations to the crew
of all three ships!
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MEET THE FLEET

Welcome to the Anglo-Eastern family
We take great pride in our growing family and warmly welcome each and every
new member that joins us. Below are our most recent new joiners since the last issue
until the end of April 2019. Fair winds and following seas!
Date	

Vessel Name	

Vessel Type	

CAPACITY	 OFFICE

MASTER

Chief Engineer	

Owner

01-Feb-19 Maersk Sembawang Container ship

6,648 teu

Hong Kong Naveen Joshi

Arun K. Rangaswamy

Maersk

06-Feb-19 Maersk Tanjong

Container ship

8,112 teu

Hong Kong Amit Sharma

Sarath Diyabalanage

Maersk

10-Feb-19 Maersk Bintan

Container ship

3,078 teu

Hong Kong Ninad H. Dalvi

Ramakamath S. Kamath

Maersk

13-Feb-19 Maersk Virginia

Container ship

4,658 teu

Hong Kong Maninderjit S. Basi

Panambur Pradeesha

Maersk

20-Feb-19 Maersk Buton

Container ship

3,078 teu

Hong Kong Sabinesh S. Vayath

Sandesh R. Soares

Maersk

01-Mar-19 Maersk Gironde

Container ship

4,544 teu

Hong Kong Sandeep M. Fernandes Udana I. Alahendra

Maersk

18-Mar-19 Maersk Gateshead

Container ship

4,544 teu

Hong Kong Tadeu P. Rebelo

Maersk

Jayaseelan Fernandez

25-Mar-19 Cotinga
Bulk carrier
82,061 dwt Glasgow
Maksym V. Voropaiev
Ivan V. Sokolov
							

Hadley
Shipping

26-Mar-19 Celsius Ravenna
Tanker
47,366 dwt Singapore Neeraj K. Mishra
Dinesh G. Acharya
							

Celsius
Shipping

28-Mar-19 Eternal Sunshine
Tanker
49,800 dwt Hong Kong Madhav Lamba
						

Chandrasekaran
Pushparaj

Nagashiki
Shipping

07-Apr-19 Maersk Santana

Container ship

Hong Kong Sandeep Sharda

Chanchal Singh

Maersk

08-Apr-19 Lowlands Green

Bulk carrier

95,695 dwt

Singapore

Wilnar N. Caspillo

Alvin D.L.C. Macazar

CLdN

19-Apr-19 Ysaline

Ro-ro carrier

20,615 dwt

Goes

Gennadiy Sopilniak

Oleksandr Telesnenko

CLdN

8,450 teu

23-Apr-19 Pyxis Pioneer
LPG tanker
82,200 cbm Singapore Pavan K. Pandey
						

Praveen K. Moothedathpady Kumiai
Chinnan
Navigation

24-Apr-19 T Matterhorn
Tanker
47,981 dwt Hong Kong Rafad I. Kazi
Deepak Rastogi
							

Atlantis
Shipping

25-Apr-19 Fairchem Thresher

Tanker

Deepak J. do Rosario Souza

Fairfield

27-Apr-19 Maersk Sydney

Container ship

Saroj S. Dewanarayana

Maersk

MV Maersk Sembawang

25,000 dwt
8,450 teu

Singapore

Mohit M. Mathur

Hong Kong Premnath Vinaik

MV Maersk Tanjong

MV Maersk Bintan
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MT Eternal Sunshine

MV Maersk Virginia

MV Maersk Buton
MV Ysaline

MV Maersk Gironde

MV Maersk Gateshead

MV Cotinga

MT Celsius Ravenna

MV Maersk Santana

MV Lowlands Green

MT Fairchem Thresher

MT Pyxis Pioneer

MT T Matterhorn

MV Maersk Sydney
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